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(Awakening the Power of the
Unconscious):
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Bethel Horizons, Dodgeville, Wisconsin
Ursus Major, the great Bear constellation
includes the seven stars of the big dipper
and they are linked to the seven great
rays of light of the Divine. It has lunar
symbology giving it ties to the sub- and
un-conscious mind. It was an animal
associated with the goddess Diana, a goddess of the moon. It also symbolizes alchemy,
the nigrescence of prime matter. It relates to all initial stages and primal instincts.
The bear teaches how to go within to find the resources necessary for survival. It can
teach you to draw upon all of your inner stores of energy and essence even those
which have never been tapped or accessed. Meditating and working with bear will
help you to go within your soul's den—your inner sanctum—to find your answers.
In the winter, the bear's kidneys shut down completely. Metaphysically, the kidneys
are symbols of discernment and discrimination. If bear has shown up in your life, ask
yourself some important questions. Is your judgment off? How about those around
you? Are you not recognizing what is beneficial in your life? Are you not seeing the
core of good, deep within all situations? Are you being too critical of yourself or
others? Are you wearing rose-colored glasses? Bear medicine can teach you to go deep
within so that you can make your choices and decisions from a position of power.
Bears love trees. The tree is a powerful and ancient symbol. It is a natural antenna,
linking the Heavens and the Earth. As bear teaches you to go in and awaken the
potentials inherent, the tree serves as a reminder that we must bring what we
awaken out into the world and apply it—make our marks with it. Anyone with a bear
totem should keep the cub in themselves alive and occasionally climb trees—if only to
get a clear perspective.
It is important to not hide away and hibernate all year-round. You must come out of
the den. This is reflected in the birthing process where birth occurs in Winter and
Spring brings a departure from the den. It often reflects a need to go deep within
yourself, to have periods in your life when you can be more reclusive. During these
times, you will be able to go within yourself and even give birth to two or three ideas
or projects. They can be nursed through the winter and then as spring approaches
emerge with your babies to help them grow. Those who have a bear as a totem will
find this cycle very natural. They will also find that with the spring will come

opportunities to act more assertively in regard to that which has been nursed through
the winter months. Bear people should be patient, as cubs will usually stay for two
years. This can reflect that those projects may not come to fruition until the second
year of the cycle. Also, black bears can be very playful, both as adults and as young
cubs. This is a reminder for those with the black bear as a totem.
All bears are find of honey. Honey is the natural sweetness of life. It is usually found
in the hives, located in trees, again reflecting a connection between bears and trees.
It is a reminder for those with this totem to go within to awaken the power, but only
by bringing it out into the open and applying it will the honey of life be tasted.
Ted Andrews—Animal Speak
Who Should Come
The workshop is designed for people from all walks of life. It is focused towards
expanding the awareness of spiritual explorers, healing and shamanic practitioners,
and the delightfully inquisitive.
What to Bring
Please bring any rocks or crystals that want to come along. A journal notebook is
encouraged as well as any comforts for sitting on the floor, such as floor chairs, back
supports, blankets, pillows, etc. Bring lots of grounding stones
Plan for
We will be in the outdoors of the many sacred energies of Bethel Horizons Camp. Plan
for hiking and spending some in nature. Plan to learn to clear your subtle energy field
and to adjust it with each moment by being a living, healing presence.
Details
The workshop is residential and will be held at a beautiful Lutheran kids camp at
Dodgeville, WI. You will receive detailed directions and a list of what to bring with
your registration.
Please include your email with any registration. Suzette will send out registration
confirmation. These emails will come from rocksandsouls@gmail.com . Suzette and I
will both be able to read any replies.
The fee for the workshop is $545 that is due by September 1st. This includes lodging
for Thursday, Friday and Saturday night, a light luncheon on Thursday evening, 3
meals on Friday, 3 meals on Saturday, and brunch on Sunday. There is a fee of $10 for
linens and towels or you can provide your own. Class size is limited to 26.
To Register: Please send a refundable $100 deposit or the amount in full to Marie
Smith 19126 Campbell Hill Dr, Richland Center, Wi. 53581. We eat gluten free at these
workshops and you can preview the menu upon request. All special needs like

vegetarian or dairy-free can be honored. I will take names for the waiting list if/
when the class fills.
We will begin class at 9 am on each day and end at 2:00 pm on Sunday afternoon. If
you have questions, please contact Marie Smith at marie@hawkrdg.org or (608) 6472366
Presenter:
Herb "One White Horse Standing" Stevenson (Shawnee and
Cherokee) has been exploring indigenous healing practices
for over 20 years. http://www.onewhitehorsestanding.com

